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In May 2017, ASD (AhnLab Smart Defense), AhnLab’s cloud-based malware threat analysis and 

response system, detected a rapid proliferation of the Jaff ransomware.

First discovered last May, Jaff infected over six million PCs around the world via spammed email 

messages on the Necurs botnet, a spam botnet that is a known distributor of Locky and Dridex, a 

malware that steals financial information. Security companies have been calling the new outbreak 

“the rise of a new Locky ransomware” and “the appearance of the next-generation Locky.” 

While Jaff appeared only in the second quarter of 2017, it has already left a trail of destruction by 

infecting a large number of disparate systems simultaneously, with reports of infections coming 

in throughout June. This report examines the operational pattern of the Jaff ransomware, and its 

procedure for encrypting the infected system’s data. 

1. Distribution

First Jaff has its own process of distribution to infection. The ransomware is disseminated via 

malicious spammed emails via the Necurs botnet, as shown in Figure 1. Once the user clicks on 

the Word file with the .docm extension that is contained in the PDF attachment, a malicious 
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macro hidden in the document file acti-

vates and the PC is infected with the Jaff 

ransomware. 

When the user opens the PDF document 

that is attached to the email, a popup 

message instructs the victim to open 

attached .docm file. When the Word file  is Figure 1-1  |  docm file execution screen

run and the Enable Editing button is clicked, as shown in Figure 2, the .docm file downloads an 

encoded binary from a particular URL. 

The binary downloaded by the malicious macro is decoded using a 32-byte XOR key. Once 

the decoding is complete, the ransomware is executed and begins encrypting the files on the 

victim’s PC.

Figure 1-2  |  XOR key value in the docm file

2. Activation

Jaff uses GetSystemPowerStatus, Window’s power management API, to check the system’s 

battery saving mode status and language settings before bringing itself to life. 
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Figure 1-4  |  Infection determination routine

Windows 10 laptops all come with a 

battery saving mode. As shown in Figure 

1-3, clicking on the battery icon shows 

the system’s current power status. Jaff 

checks the flag value of the battery 

saving function, and shuts itself down 

Once Jaff determines that an infection will proceed by using the routine shown in Figure 

1-4, the ransomware commences encrypting the system’s files and changes the affected file 

extensions to .jaff, .wlu and .sVn according to the variant. 

Jaff stores a list of target file extensions in the ransomware’s process memory area, comparing 

them against files stored in all root directories except the CD-ROM drive. When the files match 

without infecting the system if the user has engaged the battery saver. 

It also checks the PC's environment and shuts down if the system language is set to Russian; 

Russia, evidently, is not on the attacker's list of targets.

Figure 1-3  |  Battery saving mode (*Source: http://www.nirmaltv.com)
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.xlsx .acd .pdf .pfx .crt .der .cad .dwg .MPEG .rar .veg .zip .txt .jpg .doc .wbk .mdb .vcf .docx .ics .vsc .mdf .dsr .mdi .msg .xls .ppt .pps .obd 

.mpd .dot .xlt .pot .obt .htm .html .mix .pub .vsd .png .ico .rtf .odt .3dm .3ds .dxf .max .obj .7z .cbr .deb .gz .rpm .sitx .tar .tar .gz .zipx .aif 

.iff .m3u .m4a .mid .key .vib .stl .psd .ova .xmod .wda .prn .zpf .swm .xml .xlsm .par .tib .waw .001 .002003 . .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 

.010 .contact .dbx .jnt .mapimail .oab .ods .ppsm .pptm .prf .pst .wab .1cd .3g2 .7ZIP .accdb .aoi .asf .asp .aspx .asx .avi .bak .cer .cfg .class 

.config .css .csv .db .dds .fif .flv .idx .js .kwm .laccdb .idf .lit .mbx .md .mlb .mov .mp3 .mp4 .mpg .pages .php .pwm .rm .safe .sav .save 

.sql .srt .swf .thm .vob .wav .wma .wmv .xlsb .aac .ai .arw .c .cdr .cls .cpi .cpp .cs .db3 .docm .dotm .dotx .drw .dxb .eps .fla .flac .fxg .java 

.m .m4v .pcd .pct .pl .potm .potx .ppam .ppsx .ps .pspimage .r3d .rw2 .sldm .sldx .svg .tga .wps .xla .xlam .xlm .xltm .xltx .xlw .act .adp .al 

.bkp .blend .cdf .cdx .cgm .cr2 .dac .dbf .dcr .ddd .design .dtd .fdb .fff .fpx .h .iif .indd .jpeg .mos .nd .nsd .nsf .nsg .nsh .odc .odp .oil .pas 

.pat .pef .ptx .qbb .qbm .sas7bdat .say .st4 .st6 .stc .sxc .sxw .tlg .wad .xlk .aiff .bin .bmp .cmt .dat .dit .edb .flvv .gif .groups .hdd .hpp .log 

.m2ts .m4p .mkv .ndf .nvram .ogg .ost .pab .pdb .pif .qed .qcow .qcow2 .rvt .st7 .stm .vbox .vdi .vhd .vhdx .vmdk .vmsd .vmx .vmxf .3fr .3pr 

.ab4 .accde .accdt .ach .acr .adb .srw .st5 .st8 .std .sti .stw .stx .sxd .sxg .sxi .sxm .tex .wallet .wb2 .wpd .x11 .x3f .xis .ycbcra .qbw .qbx 

.qby .raf .rat .raw .rdbrwl .rwz .s3db .sd0 .sda .sdf .sqlite .sqlite3 .sqlitedb .sr .srf .oth .otp .ots .ott .p12 .p7b .p7c .pdd .pem .plus_muhd 

.plc .pptx .psafe3 .py .qba .qbr .myd .ndd .nef .nk .nop .nrw .ns2 .ns3 .ns4 .nwb .nx2 .nxl .nyf .odb .odf .odg .odm .ord .otg .ibz .iiq .incpas 

.jpe .kc2 .kdbx .kdc .kpdx .lua .mdc .mef .mfw .mmw .mny .moneywell .mrw .des .dgc .djvu .dng .drf .dxg .eml .erbsql .erd .exf .ffd .fh .fhd 

.gray .grey .gry .hbk .ibank .ibd .cdr4 .cdr5 .cdr6 .cdrw .ce1 .ce2 .cib .craw .crw .csh .csl .db_journal .dc2 .dcs .ddoc .ddrw .ads .agdl .ait 

.apj .asm .awg .back .backup .backupdb .bank .bay .bdb .bgt .bik .bpw .cdr3 .as4 .tif .asp .hdr .iso

Table 1-1  |  File extensions targeted for encryption

Once the encryption process is complete, the ransom note shown in Figure 1-5 is displayed to 

inform the user of the infection. 

Figure 1-5  |  Ransom note

with the extensions targeted for encryption, the ransomware begins encrypting them. The list 

of file extensions that Jaff attacks are listed in Table 1-1.
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process outlined in Figure 1-6, then stores information including key length, key data and the 

file size for restoration in the file header as shown in Figure 1-7.

Figure 1-6  |  Jaff encryption process

As noted earlier, the AES-256 symmetric key generated in the initial stage of the encryption 

process is used in the encryption of all targeted files. The decrypted ID information, AES-256 

key BLOB data information and a fixed 0x104 chuck of data stored in as RCDATA are used to 

generate the key data to be stored inside the encrypted files.

Figure 1-7  |  Encrypted file structure

3. Encryption/decryption methodology

Jaff uses an AES-256 symmetric key algorithm 

for encrypting and decrypting files. It also 

creates a random key binary large object 

(BLOB) data for the AES-256 algorithm using 

the CryptGenKey API. Once generated, the key 

BLOB data is used as the key for all targeted files. 

Jaff performs file encryptions using the 
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Figure 1-8  |  0x104 block of data stored in the RCDATA location

http://txxxlitranxxxsixxx .nxt/ax/

Table 1-2  |  C&C server information

Recently-distributed Jaff share the same 0x104 block of data fixed in the RCDATA location as 

those found last May. The user’s decrypt ID written on the ransom note can therefore be used 

to extract the AES-256 key BLOB data used in encrypting the infected system’s files, which 

can then be used to decrypt every encrypted file. 

The URLs for the C&C servers that Jaff connects 

to are as shown in Table 1-2, which different 

specific address values for different variants. 

Interestingly, Jaff does not appear to carry out commands received from the C&C server or 

transmit the infected system’s data to it. The C&C server seems to be limited to being used to 

run a count of affected victims.

While the recovery of encrypted files using the key BLOB data was possible for this recently-

discovered ransomware, the vast majority of ransomware do not provide any means of 
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completely restoring the affected files. Prevention is thus critical in protecting a system from 

a ransomware attack, including making sure the latest Windows security updates are installed 

and always keeping AhnLab V3, AhnLab's anti-virus program updated.

The relevant aliases of Jaff ransomware identified by V3 products, AhnLab’s anti-virus program, 

are as below:

<Aliases identified by V3 products>

•Trojan/Win32.Jaff (2017.05.12.00)

•Trojan/Win32.JaffCrypto (2017.05.12.03)
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The ransomware hurricane that had buffeted the entire world last year shows no signs of 

abating this year. The ransomware threat level in the first half of 2017 has reached “red alert.” 

Along with the return of the ransomware Locky, which had seemingly retreated, Cerber is back 

in force armed with new features and stronger than ever. WannaCryptor, which appeared 

on early May, spread within a stunningly short span of time to paralyze governments and 

businesses around the world. 

Following the large-scale appearance of file-encrypting ransomware in 2016 and the subsequent 

creation of a ransomware profit model and market, the first half of this year has seen the 

expansion of the market as well as even larger ransom demands.
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1H Threat Reviews

1. Key features of ransomware in the 

first half

According to AhnLab’s statistical analysis, 

the number of ransomware increased in-

crementally each month in the first half of 

2016; in the first half of 2017, discoveries Figure 2-1  |  Ransomware discoveries by month(Jan. 2017–Jul. 2017)
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of new ransomware were evenly spread out each month from January to May. They have 

become also more diverse in addition to numerous; 79 types of ransomware were found from 

January of 2017 to June, significantly higher than the 65 different variants found over the same 

period in 2016. This rapid increase was made possible by the appearance of Ransomware as a 

Service (RaaS) winning the first half of 2016 and increasingly widespread use of open source 

tools to create new ransomware. These new methods led to an explosive increase in the 

number of different ransomware strains in the first half of this year. 

A review of inquiries related to ransomware submitted to AhnLab Security Emergency Response 

Center(ASEC) from January 2015 to April 2017 reveals that a large number had already 

accumulated in the early part of 2017. While Locky became less active in the first half of 2017, 

Cerber as well as open source-based ransomware have been the subjects of an increasing number 

of inquiries, in addition to many questions about spam botnets that distribute ransomware. 

Figure 2-2  |  Inquiry patterns regarding ransomware
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In addition to newcomers, 2017 has brought new strains of existing ransomware. Locky, which 

had been quiet in the first quarter of the year, returned with a vengeance in the next quarter. In 

February, Cerber appeared in version 6, which adds security programs installed in the system on 

the list of programs blocked by the Windows firewall. In May, WannaCryptor spread around the 

world by taking advantage of a server message block (SMB) vulnerability in Windows.

Figure 2-3  |  List of ransomware detected in 2017

2. Top Nine Ransomware Attacks of the First Half of 2017 

Ransomware attacks have continued to be reported in the first part of this year. Entire databases 

have been encrypted in some attacks, and ransomware have affected victims in the public 

sector, services, non-profits, education and other areas. The following is a list of nine especially 

noteworthy ransomware that have struck in the first half of 2017.  
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1) DB server attacks

An attack pattern that encrypts databases was discovered over a two-month period from 

January 2017 to February. Encryption attacks were detected on January 3 targeting servers 

running MongoDB, an open-source program, followed by attacks on distributed search and 

analysis engine ElasticSearch servers on the 13th; on January 18, attacks were uncovered against 

the open-source framework Hadoop server, designed for processing big data. On February 25, 

encryption attacks were launched against servers running MySQL, the widely-used open-source 

database program. These attacks on database servers have the potential to cause extensive 

damage on a large amount of data, requiring extra vigilance. Server operators should keep 

security programs at their latest versions, and further strengthen security solutions including 

stricter user access. 

Figure 2-4  |  Database server attack pattern

2) Ransomware attacks

In the United States, a number of attacks were inflicted across a wide range of targets en-

compassing the public, service and education sectors during the first two months.

Figure 2-5  |  Ransomware attacks spreading to public, service, non-profit, and educations sectors
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Figure 2-6  |  KillDisk overwriting the MBR 

On January 10, a large-scale ransomware infection struck a college in the Los Angeles area, 

followed by an attack against a public library in Saint Louis that paralyzed lending and cashier 

activities. On the 26, a Locky attack occurred in Cockrell Hill, Texas, that damaged eight years of 

police investigation files. 

On January 30, an HDDCryptor infection disabled CCTV systems in Washington D.C., grabbing 

headlines due to President Trump’s inauguration that had taken places only days prior. On 

February 3, a government office in Ohio was crippled by a ransomware infection. 

These are all examples of increasingly serious ransomware attacks that are ranging beyond the 

mere destruction of data on personal computers to cause havoc on public and enterprise services, 

highlighting the rise in ransomware across a wide swathe of society. 

3) KillDisk (Jan. 2017)

The incident in November 2016 that led to an interruption in the San Francisco Municipal 

Railway, also known as Muni, and the disabling of CCTVs in Washington, D.C. on January 

30, 2017 were both caused by the HDDCryptor ransomware that encrypts the master boot 

record (MBR). While ransomware that overwrite the MBR, such as Petya, have been discovered 

before, January 2017 saw the appearance of 

a new type of MBR-encryption ransomware 

named KillDisk. 

Previous variants of KillDisk were malware 

used for targeted attacks against enterprises, 
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wiping the entire data storage disk to render recovery impossible. These malware were behind 

such high-profile attacks as the Ukrainian Black Energy cyber-attack. The KillDisk malware has 

been turned into ransomware with the removal of the disk wiping function and the addition 

of the ability to encrypt the MBR and user data. Both Windows and Linux systems are targeted, 

with 222 bitcoins demanded as ransom. Already a hefty amount then at around 240 thousand 

dollars, the ransom today is the equivalent to an eye-watering 480 thousand dollars. 

4) VenusLocker (Dec. 2016 ~ Apr. 2017)

VenusLocker itself is not a new ransomware. Reviewed previously in 2017 Q1 ASEC report, 

VenusLocker was discovered back in August 2016, and is known to be a variant of the open-

source ransomware EDA2.

The ransomware uses .egg, .zip., and .7z files as attachments, with the compressed files 

containing a link file disguised as a document and an executable file hiding itself as a picture. 

The attack pattern uses the link file to run the .exe file that disguises itself with a document 

file extension. 

5) Spora (Jan. 2017)

While Spora is a fairly typical ransomware, it is 

noteworthy for offering a variety of payment 

options to the victim. 

Spora gives the victim a range of choices 

for “purchase”. Two recoveries are offered Figure 2-7  |  Diversification of ransom payment options 
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for free, with $79 for a total recovery, $50 for immunity against repeated infections, $20 for 

removal of ransomware-related files, and $30 for a partial recovery. The payment page is in 

English and Russia, seemingly indicating that the ransomware’s main targets are users that 

use those languages. 

6) Cerber version 6 (Feb. 2017)

First found in March 2016, Cerber has been one of the most active and long-lived ransomware 

as well as the first to use a voice notification of infection. Like Locky, Cerber uses spam email as 

the primary vector with the attachments constantly changing from .docx to .docm, .hta, .vbs 

and more. The extension .CERBER is added to encrypted files, with a version number added (i.e. 

.CERBER3) to indicate the version for the first three iterations. A random four-letter extension 

has been used since version 4, and the ransomware had become rarer following the release of 

the Christmas version. 

Version 6, found in February 2017, is notable for adding anti-virus programs registered in 

Windows security center to the list of programs blocked by the operating system’s firewall, 

essentially cutting off security programs from being able to operate normally. 

7) The return of Locky (Apr. 2017)

Locky, which together with Cerber formed the twin prongs of the ransomware attack wave in 

2016, disappeared for a while in 2017 but returned with a vengeance in April. 

The latest strain of Locky uses the same encryption method and ransom note as last year’s version, 

but the attack chain has been modified to download a malicious .docm file when the victim clicks 
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on the PDF file attached to the spammed email and tricking the user into running it. 

8) WannaCryptor (May 2017)

In April 2017, the hacker group Shadow Brokers revealed a vulnerability in the Windows operating 

system called Eternal Blue. Exploting this weakness, the ransomware WannaCryptor(also known as 

WannaCry) exploded across the world on May 12, infecting over 250,000 PCs in 120 countries. 

While WannaCryptor had been known before, the latest attack gave it renewed notoriety. It 

had been known previously as WCry, WannaCry, WAnnaCrypt0r and WannaCrypt;  AhnLab has 

selected the nomenclature WannaCryptor to designate this ransomware.

 

WannaCryptor spread rapidly by exploiting an SMB protocol vulnerability called Eternal Blue 

and a malware infection mechanism called Double Pulsar. The latter is a method for infecting 

PCs connected by LAN to the original victim, and allowed WannaCryptor to be distributed even 

more quickly. Microsoft had already issued a security update patching the exploit in March; the 

update, however, did not include Windows XP, 2003 and other OSs out of service support, and 

an additional hot fix had to be released on 

May 12 for these older versions of Windows.

WannaCryptor releases its contents in the 

version appropriate for the system’s region. 

Korean is also included, and an infection is 

followed by the downloading and installation 

of a Tor client file. If a database server or mail Figure 2-8  |  A screen capture of WannaCryptor on a rampage
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server process is detected, it shuts them down and proceeds with the encryption. Extensions 

including WNCRY, WCRY and WCRCRT are added to the names of encrypted files, and another 

feature is the addition of the string “WANACRY!” in the front of the affected file name. The 

discovery of a kill-switch that can disable WannaCryptor on May 13 and 15 finally sent the 

ransomware into retreat. 

9) Erebus (Jun. 2017)

On June 10, 2017, a Korea Web hosting firm named Internet Nayana suffered an infection of the 

Erebus ransomware of its primary Web and backup servers. A total of 153 servers were affected 

and encrypted, paralyzing the home pages of over 3,000 businesses using the services of the 

hosting company. Nayana eventually negotiated the payment of a large recovery fee with the 

perpetrators, driving the company to the brinks of bankruptcy. This latest ransomware is a 

variant of a Linux version of Erebus, first discovered in February—thus the infection of a Web 

hosting company which typically uses Linux servers. 

The threat of increasingly-evolving ransomware continues to remain at critical levels. 

Individual users must exercise caution and make extra efforts to protect their systems in 

order to prepare for the unending onslaught of these attacks. Enterprises must especially be 

vigilant in maintaining their security solutions as well as in devising and adopting an effective 

system for managing internal processes and staff computer system usage behavior. 
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